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Abstract In this paper, millimeter-wave imaging of foreign object debris (FOD)-type objects
on the ground is studied with the help of ground-based synthetic aperture radar (GB-SAR)
technique. To test the feasibility of detecting runway FODs with this technique, some preliminary experiments are conducted within short antenna-to-target ranges of small imaging patches.
An automated stripmap GB-SAR system with stepped-frequency transmission is constructed
together with a quasi-monostatic data collection operation. The imaging experiments for various
braces and screws are then carried out by using 32–36 GHz and 90–95 GHz frequency bands of
the millimeter-wave. Images reconstructed by a matched-filter based algorithm are analyzed to
determine the proper system parameters for an efficient imaging and to comprehend the factors
against a successful detection. Results demonstrate the capability of GB-SAR imaging in
accurately locating these FOD-like targets under near-range operating conditions.
Keywords Ground-based SAR . FOD . Matched-filter algorithm

1 Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an important remote sensing technique capable of generating
high resolution images of stationary targets on the ground. As being counterpart of conventional
SAR, ground-based SAR (GB-SAR) systems [1–8] have recently become popular because they
are easier to implement, cheaper in hardware and faster in collecting the scattered field data.
Additionally, GB-SAR systems have the ability to acquire well resolved images of ground
patches of limited sizes. Some applications of GB-SAR imagery include unstable slope
monitoring [6], environment watch [7], investigation of artificial structures and observation
of mature grain fields [8]. Although most GB-SAR systems have been operated at microwave
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frequency bands, new problems that require fine resolutions have led the use of millimeterwave (MMW) radiation in such applications [9, 10]. Evaluation of target/background signatures
[11] and terrain remote sensing [12, 13] are some examples of these applications.
Among many MMW detection applications, detecting and removing foreign object debris
(FOD) on airport runways has gathered an increasing attention after the crash of a Concorde jet
in France in 2000 [14]. Consequently, many MMW detection applications have been studied by
several researchers [15, 16]. Beasley et al. proposed a basic MMW radar circuitry to detect
FODs on airport runways [15]. Although GB-SAR imaging technique seems also to have some
potential; it has not been exploited for removing FODs till now. In this work, we aim to design,
implement and apply GB-SAR imaging methodology such that we can do primary research
towards the popular FOD detection application. For this purpose, after conceptually simulating
the GB-SAR imaging problem, we have designed and constructed a MMW-band GB-SAR
platform at the International Laboratory for High Technologies (ILHT) of the Scientific and
Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) - Material Institute (MI). GB-SAR
measurements were performed via the constructed experimental set-up. To test the imaging
ability of the GB-SAR system, various numerical and experimental examples were realized.
The results of our MMW GB-SAR implementations are presented and corresponding GB-SAR
images were acquired by the help of the matched-filter algorithm (MFA).
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, two-dimensional (2D) quasimonostatic GB-SAR imaging system that uses stepped frequency continuous waveform
(SFCW) is explained together with the formulation of the MFA. In the third section, an
imaging simulation for perfect point targets is tried and the resultant GB-SAR image
obtained by using MFA is demonstrated. In Section 4, the experimental set-up is explained
and the conducted experiments are presented with their resultant GB-SAR images. In the
concluding section, issues regarding the effectiveness of our approach for MMW GB-SAR
based detection are discussed.

2 GB-SAR Imaging System
2D data collection geometry for a monostatic GB-SAR imaging is given in Fig. 1. As the
radar antenna moves along a straight path, the scattered field data are gathered for various
synthetic aperture point y. The 2D scattered electric field S (f, y) is recorded at different
synthetic aperture locations and frequencies by the help of a SFCW radar system [17]. The
radar measures the magnitude and phase of the received field for a range of distinct
frequencies at each spatial point. For a particular position along the synthetic aperture, the
backscattered signal S (f, y) can be represented as follows
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
4pf
0 2
0
ð1Þ
S ðf ; yÞ ¼ Wρðx0 ; y0 Þ:ej c ðyy Þ þx 2 dx0 dy0 :
where c is the speed of light and ρ (x′, y′) is the scattering amplitude distribution within the
illuminated SAR scene.
2.1 Imaging with MFA
One of the most critical steps in SAR data processing is to migrate the raw data such that a
well focused SAR image can be formed. The MFA actually provides an optimal linear filter
to maximize the signal to noise ratio of the scattered wave in the presence of additive noise
to the radar system [18]. We start with implementation of the MFA with the fact that the
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Fig. 1 2D data collection geometry for GB-SAR imaging

received backscattered field data from scatterers on the scene of GB-SAR system is given as
shown in Eq. 1. The MFA basically states that [18] the optimal filter H (f) is the complex
conjugate of the phase term in Eq. 1 as
ﬃ o*
n 4pf pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0 2
0
Hðf Þ ¼ K  ej c ðyy Þ þx 2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
4pf
0 2
0
¼ K  e j c ðyy Þ þx 2

ð2Þ

where K is a constant can be taken as 1 for simplicity without loss of generality. In
reconstruction via MFA the measured SAR signal S (f, y) is correlated with this H (f) to
give a measure of the reflectivity function; b
ρðx0 ; y0 Þ . Therefore, the MFA response can be
written as given below [19]
b
Þdy
df
ρðx0 ; y0 Þ ¼ WfS ðf ; yÞg  Hðfp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ WfS ðf ; yÞg  ej

4pf
c

ðyy0 Þ2 þx0 2

dy df

ð3Þ

It is worth noting to point out that the computational load of MFA is rather heavy due to
the fact that the algorithm should calculate the integrals in Eq. 3 for every pixel in the
resultant GB-SAR data.
2.2 Far-field Criteria
The distance of the target from the antenna and its extents is an important factor in radar
signal processing algorithms. It is generally accepted that the target is in the far-field of the
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antenna when the following conditions are met [20]
R0  2Wlswath
R0  8:7Dswath

ð4Þ

where R0 is the range distance of the target from the radar path, Dswath and Wswath are the
scene’s range extent (or swath width) and cross-range extent (or swath length), respectively
as demonstrated in Fig. 1. Obviously, far-field approximation has advantageous properties
such as phase front uniformity and amplitude independency. But, when these conditions are
not satisfied, the planar wavefront assumption will not be valid and hence the solution of the
radar equations becomes more difficult. For such cases, the image reconstruction algorithms
should assume spherical wave propagation in their processing steps to tolerate the resulted
range migration effects. Since GB-SAR imaging applications such as FOD detection mostly
operate within short ranges; a near-field algorithm should be used in these applications. We
have exploited, therefore, the MFA that is inherently a near-field algorithm to achieve
successfully focused imagery.
2.3 Resolutions
According to the SAR theory, the theoretical resolutions in range (δx) and cross-range
domains (δy) can be calculated by [18, 21]
dx ¼
dy ¼

c

2B


Want =2
c
R0 2Llsynt

Lsynt  Δθ
else



ð5Þ

where B is the bandwidth of the incident wave, Want is an antenna width, Δθ is the diameter
of the beam-limited footprint on the ground surface, λc is the carrier wavelength and Lsynt is
the synthetic aperture length of SAR as illustrated in Fig. 1.
2.4 Sampling Requirements
Another consideration for an effective imaging is the selection of sampling intervals in both
frequency and spatial measurement directions. The maximum allowable sampling intervals
for an alias-free imaging are calculated according to the Nyquist sampling criteria which are
given as [20],
Δf  2Rcmax
c
Δy  2Llsynt

ð6Þ

where Δf is the frequency step, and Rmax is the maximum range of imaging, Δy is the
synthetic aperture step.

3 GB-SAR Simulation Example
Instead of directly stepping into real experiments, above mentioned GB-SAR geometry
assumption was first tested with an imaging simulation example and by applying the MFA
for the proof of the concept. Considering the 2D GB-SAR set-up shown in Fig. 2, a
simulation in Matlab© programming language environment was carried out. The point
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Fig. 2 GB-SAR imaging system geometry for the simulation

targets in the geometry were taken as perfect point scatterers of identical electromagnetic
reflectivities. During the simulation, the following parameters were used: The backscattered
field data were collected along a straight path ranging from 0 to 1 m for a total of 501 evenlyspaced spatial points. The frequency was altered from 90 to 95 GHz for a total of 251
uniformly spaced frequency points. Therefore, a 501 -by- 251 2D spatial-frequency B-scan
GB-SAR data were collected. After applying the MFA-based SAR focusing implementation,
the radar image is obtained as shown in Fig. 3a. As it can be seen from the figure, the point
scatterers are almost perfectly pinpointed at their true range and cross-range locations.
To comprehend the success of the focusing ability of the MFA, theoretical resolutions are
calculated according to formulas given in Eq. 5. With current parameters of this simulation,
they are calculated as 3 cm and 0.81 cm for range and cross-range domains, respectively. To
measure the resolutions from the simulated image, the −4.0 dB contour line of a single
scatterer located at (y00.5 m, x05 m) is extracted as shown in Fig. 3b. The corresponding
−4.0 dB resolution values (that is approximately one Fourier bin) are measured to be 3.05 cm
and 0.83 cm for the range and the cross-range resolutions, respectively. Therefore, the
perfect match between the theoretical and the simulated resolutions clearly validates the
precision of our MFA implementation for the GB-SAR problem.

4 GB-SAR Experiments
To be able to perform the MMW-band SAR measurements, the experimental setup shown in
Fig. 4 was designed and constructed at the ILHT of TUBITAK-MI. The setup consists of a
vector network analyzer (VNA), antennas, a rail-scanner, and a control computer. Two
different VNAs both of which uses SFCW transmission were exploited throughout the
experiments: one is operating within the 26.5 ~ 40 GHz and the other is operating within
the 90 ~ 140 GHz bandwidth. The pyramidal horn type antennas that have half-power beam
widths of approximately 12° at 100 GHz were used in the quasi-monostatic mode operation.
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Fig. 3 GB-SAR imaging results for the simulation example: (a) Simulated MMW-band image (b) -4.0 dB
contour line of the reconstructed image around the scatterer located at (y00.5 m, x05 m)

The rail-scanner, on which all the measurement equipments were put, has the ability to move
the radar back and forth directions with high precision step increments. Synchronization
between the rail-scanner and the VNA were completely automated by using the control
computer and all of the measurements were done in a MMW semi-anechoic chamber
facility.
To assess the use of SAR imaging principle for the MMW detection of FOD-type targets,
two different preliminary experiments were conducted as explained in the following sections. In these experiments, very small patches of the ground and also very short antenna-to-

Fig. 4 The photo of the experimental GB-SAR platform with MMW-band horn antennas
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ground operating distances (w.r.t. real runway dimensions) were considered together with
appropriate orientations of the illumination. It is beneficial to note that this choice of the
experimental configuration does not put any limit on our testing purpose of GB-SAR
imaging for its use in a real application; since the concept will be identical for both cases.
However, in a real FOD detection application, the distance of the antenna platform from the
runway and its height from the ground, the beam pattern of the antennas, the desired imaging
area on the runway, the corresponding sampling intervals in range and cross-range measurement directions, power requirements, all should be considered and arranged according to the
desired specifications.
4.1 Experiment 1: Imaging the Braces
In the first experiment, two identical aluminum braces were tried to be imaged by using our
GB-SAR experimental set-up. The geometrical illustration of the experiment with dimensions of the investigated targets and their distances from the radar are depicted in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 5 Illustration of the first experiment: (a) geometrical representation, (b) photos of the braces and the
measurement scene
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The real experimental set-up and the antennas are shown in Fig. 5b in which the position of
the radar and the targets can also be seen. The height of the antennas from the ground was set
to 50 cm and the look angle of the antennas whose azimuth beam width is about 23.6° at
34 GHz, was arranged as 80°. Considering the sampling requirements given in Eq. 6, the
length of the synthetic aperture was arranged to be 100 cm to have 201 discrete measurement
points and the frequency of the transmission was altered from 32 to 36 GHz for a total of 201
distinct frequencies.
After collecting the backscattered field using the VNA, the raw data-set was fed to the
MFA to be able to form a focused GB-SAR image. The resultant measured MMW-band GBSAR image is shown in Fig. 6a. As obvious from the image, all targets are successfully
imaged at their true locations with good image fidelities. The dominant scattering mechanism is shown to be occurred from the first aluminum brace (at the center of the synthetic
aperture of 0 ~ 1 m) as expected. We also notice from the figure that reflections from the
ground are still not shown within the dynamic range of −30 dB which indicates a clear
detection of the investigated targets. This is due to the strong reflection characteristics of
these targets that have corner structures and also the low grazing angle of the measurement
(10°) that was adjusted according to the desired radar footprint illumination of this application. Based on the parameters used in this experiment, Δθ is calculated as 1.24 m and the
resolutions in range and cross-range domains are calculated as 3.75 cm and 1.32 cm,
respectively. To obtain the resolutions from the measured data, the −4.0 dB contour line of
the first target located at (y00.48 m, x02.94 m) is figured out as shown in Fig. 6b. The
corresponding resolution values are found to be 3.78 cm and 1.75 cm for the range and crossrange resolutions, respectively.
4.2 Experiment 2: Imaging the Screws
The aim of this experiment was to investigate the detection capabilities of our GB-SAR
imaging system for different metallic objects and also for the different carrier frequency
usage. For this purpose, two identical screws were used in this case to be imaged within the
W band of the MMW frequency range. The imaging geometry and the photos of the
measured scene are shown in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. As it seen from Fig. 7a, the screws

Fig. 6 GB-SAR imaging results for the first experiment: (a) measured MMW image (b) -4.0 dB contour line
of the image around the scatterer located at (y00.48 m, x02.94 m)
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Fig. 7 Illustration of the second experiment: (a) geometrical representation, (b) photos of the screws and the
measurement scene

were placed about 2 m away from the antennas; but one of them was put 2 cm closer than the
other one. The spacing between the screws was set to 10 cm. The height of the radar sensor
was set again to 50 cm but this time the look angle of the antennas whose azimuth halfpower beamwidths are both 12.73° at 92.5 GHz, was arranged as 75° to determine its effect
on imaging. The length of synthetic aperture was 100 cm for a total of 626 discrete
measurement points and the frequency of the VNA was incremented with 50 MHz steps
ranging from 90 to 95 GHz to have 101 distinct frequencies.
In this experiment, the backscattering data of the target-free background were also
collected to exploit a background subtraction procedure which proved to be useful for
increasing SNR. The resultant GB-SAR image without background process is shown in
Fig. 8a. Since the RCS values of these screw targets are supposed to be lower than the braces
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Fig. 8 GB-SAR imaging results for the second experiment. Measured MMW image: (a) without background
subtraction (b) with background subtraction. (c) -4.0 dB contour line of the image around the scatterer located
at (y00.44 m, x01.97 m)

and also the grazing angle of this illumination was higher than the first experiment, we see in
this case, some strong scattering features from the background within the same dynamic
range of imaging. These reflection energies result from the non-uniform structure of the
investigated ground and it’s beneath which comprise tile junctions, sub-surface power
sockets and cable lines as visible in the photos of Fig. 7b. Despite these considerably strong
clutter signals, the dominant scattering mechanisms in the GB-SAR image of Fig. 8a are
shown to appear at the correct locations of the screws both in range and cross-range
directions. To further enhance the detection performance, the background subtraction was
applied to the acquired data and the image shown in Fig. 8b was obtained. We see from this
image that the subtraction process suppresses almost all background signatures thereby
providing a more clear detection of screw targets. For the selected bandwidth, range
distance and synthetic aperture settings, the theoretical value for Δθ is calculated as
0.44 m and the range and cross-range resolutions are found to be 3 cm and 1 cm,
respectively. After the image is reconstructed, the values for range and cross-range
resolutions are observed as 3.31 cm and 1.4 cm (see Fig. 8c) which are shown to be
consistent with the theoretical values.
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5 Conclusion
The main goal of this work was to provide a framework for the SAR imaging based
detection of FODs on airport runways. For this aim, we have demonstrated the groundbased usage of SAR imagery to locate small metallic targets in the radiative near-field
region. The results of the conducted experiments at the MMW-band frequencies have been
presented. In all of these experiments, objects were accurately detected and imaged by the
help of the precise implementation of the near-field image reconstruction algorithm. Therefore, the results in this work clearly demonstrate the capability of GB-SAR imagery in
detecting small objects in the near-range operating distances.
We have observed from this study that the frequency band is more important when the
high cross resolution is desired. While the range resolution depends on the bandwidth, center
frequency plays a critical role in having a good cross range resolution. Therefore, to achieve
a sharp cross-range resolution, high frequencies should be used. Furthermore, the look-angle
choice is also important in the FOD detection task due to the possible strong reflections from
the imaging ground and its surrounding. At the high squint angle positions, the multi-path
effects become pronounced in the resulting image.
When a real application of FOD detection is considered by using the GB-SAR methodology, some modifications in the data collection geometry may be required to be able to use
the system at an airport. This is due to the fact that while the conventional SAR systems
generally works in the side-looking mode pointed perpendicular to the synthetic aperture
path; a squint mode SAR employment has to be used if a variable azimuth imaging (i.e.
runway) of the swath is desired. In the near future; therefore, we plan to further develop our
GB-SAR system such that it can be adapted to any airport runway to fulfill this criterion.
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